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What are we dealing with?

And what can we do about it?



Need to understand disease dynamics: COVID-19

NPR, 14th May 2021
Kucharski et al. SPI-M/SAGE report, 12th May 2021

New York Times, 23rd Dec 2020
Davies et al. Science, 2021

Economist, 12th March 2020
Russell et al, Eurosurveillance, 2020

Alpha Delta

BBC News, 6th June 2020
Endo et al. Wellcome Open Res, 2020



Davies et al. Science, 2021

Alpha variant scenario modellingEarly isolation/contact tracing modelling

Hellewell et al, Lancet Global Health, 2020

Need to understand control options: COVID-19



Some important tools and methods, but a fragmented ecosystem



github.com/epiverse-trace

The                      initiative

Aim: change how analytics are used in the global infectious disease response, 
moving from inflexible analytical tools and ad-hoc collaboration to integrated, 
generalisable and scalable community-driven software.
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How does transmission vary over time?

And what drives this?
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Outbreak analytics pipelines

Work by Hugo 
Gruson et al

github.com/epiverse-trace/episoap

Choose template:

Select options: Descriptive curves:
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Select options:
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Climate data link: comparison of transmission & other indicators

Codeço et al. (2018) Epidemics

Petrone et al. (2021) Nature Comms

2.5. Reproduction number with temperature-dependent generation interval

Wallinga and Lipsitch (2007) formalized the estimation of Rt from
case count c(t) when the generation interval distribution is time-in-
variant. In their notation, the probability density is g(t). In our frame-
work, this notation is generalized to g(τ, t), for a generation interval
starting from time τ.∫ ∫= − − −∞ ∞R g t x t c x

c x a g x a a
( , ) ( )

( ) ( , )da
dx.t t

0 (5)

The Rt estimation using function g(τ, t) gives us the temperature-
dependent (td) Rt, whereas the time-invariant function g(t) gives us the
temperature–independent (ti) Rt. The latter is already available in
Package R0 (Obadia et al., 2012) in the R platform, which follows the
approach described by Wallinga and Teunis (2004).

We implemented the (td) Rt estimator as an extension of the func-
tion available in the R0 package. The new function uses the number of
new cases per unit of time and the previously defined matrix G, de-
scribing the time-varying generation time distribution. Assuming that
cases at time ti have probabilities pj, 1≤ j≤Gmax, of generating sec-
ondary cases during interval (tj, tj+1) given by ∑ = − −

a c
c a
i j i

l
G x l x l l

,

0
max ,

, we obtain

samples of secondary cases from a multinomial distribution using this
set of probabilities. This procedure permits us to obtain quantiles, hence
to find uncertainty intervals. This function and all data used in this
study are available at https://github.com/AlertaDengue/publication-
data/tree/master/Codeco-et-al-2017.

2.6. Simulated data

A simple simulation model was created to compare the performance

Fig. 5. Dengue and temperature data for two cities in Brazil, (A) Foz do Iguaçu and (B) Rio de Janeiro: (top) Mean weekly temperature from 2010 to 2016, (second
line) number of reported cases of dengue per week; (third line) estimated Rt using the temperature-dependent estimator; (bottom line) estimated Rt using the
temperature-independent estimator.

C.T. Codeço et al. Epidemics 25 (2018) 101–111
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Reproduction number in Rio de Janeiro

Vector transmission potential vs cases in 
Dominican Republic



Climate data link: compare with estimates from serological data

github.com/epiverse-trace/serofoi

• Can also use age-stratified 
serological data to estimate 
infection risk over longer period

• Complemenary method to 
using case surveillance data

Simulated antibody positivity by age vs 
estimated infection risk over time:

Work by Zulma Cucunubá, 
Nicolás Domínguez et al
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“Fitting a log-normal distribution to the data, we 

estimated the mean serial interval of COVID-19 to be 

4.9 days (95% CI: 4.4–5.7 days)” 



Extract, store and reuse epidemiological parameters

github.com/epiverse-trace/epiparameter

Load parameters from library:

Extract distributions from 
summary statistics:

Plot, process and reuse 
parameters:

Work with Josh Lambert, 
Carmen Tamayo Cuartero et al



WHO collaboratory community to generate standardized library

github.com/WorldHealthOrganization/collaboratory-epiparameter-community



Mordecai et al. (2017) PLOS NTD

Climate data link: vector-specific parameters
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Importing, cleaning and analysing field data

github.com/WorldHealthOrganization/godataR

Work with Sara Hollis, James Fuller, 
Josh Lambert et al
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Simulate epidemic scenarios

Work with Pratik 
Gupte, Roz Eggo et al

github.com/epiverse-trace/epidemics

Define model options:

Run model

Show outputs



Climate data link: inform transmission rate in models

Kucharski et al. (2018) eLife

Vector-borne transmission 
model



Climate data link: inform transmission rate in models

Kucharski et al. (2018) eLife

Serological data to 
compare with immunity

Surveillance data to compare 
with disease incidence

Climate data to inform 
temporal variation in 

transmission

Vector-borne transmission 
model



Wider activites: community blueprints for best practice 

epiverse-trace.github.io/blueprints



Wider activites: tool showcases and developer blog

epiverse-trace.github.io/blog.html



Summary

• Huge potential to improve the ecosystem for epidemic analytics, from 
understanding dynamics to exploring control options .

• Several areas where climate data could be integrated into this 
ecosystem, including comparing transmission estimates to common 
indicators and incorporating climate-sensitive parameters into analysis.
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